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In this paper, we will introduce the 12 patterns for natural living, belonging from the Pattern Language for Natural & Creative Living, with the
purpose of supporting deepening relationships with nature in daily life and help people think about their own way of designing their lifestyle. The
whole of this pattern language consists of 37 patterns in total, which are then classified into three different categories: CREATIVE LIVING,
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH and NATURAL LIVING which is the category this paper will be presenting. The 12 patterns in the NATURAL
LIVING category are: Nature Around us, Livelihood with nature, Natural Cycle, Fluctuations of Nature, Do Cooking, Grow Vegetables, Trace to the
Raw Materials, Background of the Product, Return to Nature, Sensitivity to the Nature, Self Sufficient Life, Cherish the Nature. These were developed
from online dialogical mining conducted with Daisuke Yosumi, Arisa Kamada and Takashi Iba, who are practicing natural & creative life in their
own ways. By incorporating these 12 patterns for living while having a deeper relationship with nature, people can live more naturally and design a
comfortable human lifestyle.

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern society, technology is advancing steadily, and people are pursuing a life that relies on artificial, convenience
and easy things that are familiar to us. The development of these technology, more specifically, artificial intelligence
gives extra space for humans to demonstrate creativity, as the mathematical analysis done by artificial intelligence
helps expands the potential and the scale of what human can do. However, being surrounded by only artificial and
uniform things tends to impair the sense of liveness and humanity from person’s life. In order to experience more natural
and humanistic creativity in daily lives, it is important to be connected with outside nature. To support creating deep
relationships with nature in daily life and to help people think about their own way of designing their lifestyle, we
present Patterns for Natural Living for Natural, Creative and Healthy Living.
So far, we have introduced the creativity category in our “Natural and Creative Living” series in part 1. This paper,
part 2 will be introducing the natural category that discusses about the relationship between inner nature and outer
nature using the 12 patterns. The remaining physical and mental health category will be mentioned in a different paper.
This paper will start off from presenting the overview of the whole pattern languages and explaining the relationship
between nature, creativity and health. Then, we will give a detailed explanation about NATURAL LIVING category
and finally introduce the 12 patterns.
2. THE NATURAL & CREATIVE LIVING PATTERNS
In this section we will present a brief overview of the Natural & Creative Living Pattern and the deep relationship
between Natural and Creative that is the background of creating this pattern.
2.1

OVERVIEW OF THE NATURAL & CREATIVE LIVING PATTERNS

This Pattern Language for Natural & Creative Living consists of 37 patterns. It starts off with a core pattern "Natural
and Creative Life" and classified into 3 different categories, the Natural category, Creative category, and the Physical
and Mental Health (Figure 1). These categories are further classified into 4 groups with 3 patterns each. Therefore,
each category consists of 12 patterns.

Figure 1: Structure and Pattern Names of the Pattern Language

2.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATURE, CREATIVITY, AND HEALTH
First, we would like focus on the relationship between nature and creativity. We believe that to live creatively is to
live a human life in our own way and that our creativity is nurtured and brought out by being involved in the rich
nature of the outside world. Having contact with nature, which is naturally an ordered system, evokes our human
aspect and helps us to live our lives in our own way. Although, in reality, people today are losing their connection
with nature at an unprecedented rate. More and more people are migrating to urban areas and living far away from
nature. In this situation, many people are likely to become stressed and easily distracted. Not all kinds of ailments are
caused directly because of the decreased relationship with nature, though, it might be a good idea to make use of the
power of nature to help us become less irritable, kinder, and more focused. Nature has the potential to solve the
problems of people living in modern society. Moreover, of all the connections with nature that are thought to have
numerous benefits, we would like to consider one in particular: the connection with creativity. Michael Ende, a
German writer said, "To be creative is, in short, to be human". We believe that being creative is an essential element
for human beings to be human. This is made possible by our relationship with nature, which is deep and beautiful, and
the power of nature allows us to be more relaxed and creative.
Next, we would like to focus on the relationship between nature and health. Mirei Hattori recommends that we
should value the nature that exists within us and co-exist with it. We humans exist as nature, in other words as a part
of nature, and the "nature within us" is indeed our own body, mind, and health. She also claimed that, "More than
anything, there is the existence of the unbelievably beautiful air and the water that relaxes the whole body just by
drinking it. Living here made me realize how natural and necessary it is for human beings to live in the midst of a
variety of microorganisms, to live without overthinking, and to live in pure air and water.” (Hattori.M, 2014).As you
can feel from this sentenc , being in contact with nature is necessary to live a healthy life, and it can also liberate us
from living in an artificial world, thinking too with our brain. We believe that a healthy life built on contact with
nature is one of the best way that will allow us to live creatively.
The relationship between nature and the brain, health, and creativity still need more research and unveiling.
Nevertheless, we are convinced from the three people we have interviewed that their relationship with nature is
indeed giving a positive impact on their lives, creativity, and health.
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3. THE NATURAL LIVING CATEGORY
The 12 patterns introduced in this paper (Figure 2) are actually all related together and interdependent. The following
paragraphs are the stories of this pattern language, explaining how each pattern coexist and the importance of the
combination of these patterns in order to implement a NATURAL LIVING:
In order to Live natural, one must be liberated from the artificial environment and coexist with nature, bringing back
the original rhythm of human life. On the other hand, some might associate an extreme image of survival in the
wilderness or feel the need to go to mountains and forests to feel nature when saying "Live Natural" as we tend to
perceive nature as something far from our daily life. However, come to think about it, our daily life is filled with nature
and no matter how busy or how far we live from great nature, nature is always unexpectedly close by. First, give
attention to Nature Around us. Then practice a Livelihood with Nature and spend your daily life according to the
Natural Cycle and this will allow us to feel nature in our everyday life.
Additionally, when feeling nature, it is also important to actually be in an environment where you can connect with
nature on a daily basis. Nowadays, due to urbanization and the fact that we spend most of our time in a closed indoor
space is making us shut out from nature. A similar consideration can be made when thinking about our food
consumption. With the development of technology and the advent of the consuming society, it is easily possible for us
to obtain food and vegetables with the exchange of money prevailing us from feeling the benefits of nature. Accordingly,
incorporate Fluctuation of Nature, start by simply Do Cooking and maybe go further into Growing Vegetables.
Incorporating nature into your surrounding environment is an important factor when designing a natural living life.
One must understand that only feeling and enjoying nature is nothing more than a human ego. This will make it
difficult to create a sustainable global environment, where we can cherish nature throughout our whole life unless we
deliberately work to protect nature. Nonetheless, in modern society, nature is often lined up as a processed product,
making it difficult to consciously feel that our life is formed upon the cycle of nature. Forgetting what the products are
made out of or even more, being ignorant about the raw materials will lead to apathy towards nature. Therefore, it is
important to learn the Trace to Raw Material and the Background of the Product and lastly, understand and appreciate
nature by practicing Return to Nature.
Practicing the patterns that were briefly introduced so far will allow us to live a more natural and humanistic life.
Although, as most of us live a life that is more or less divided with nature, when it comes to living naturally in a mediumlong term, these patterns may sometimes be forgotten. Hence, it is important for us to use our Sensitivity to Nature
to directly interact with nature and gradually broaden the scale of our Self-Sufficient Life and continuously Cherish the
Nature. Having these three perspectives is the key to creating a natural life.

Figure 2: Positioning of NATURAL LIVING category covered in this paper and their contents
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4. NATURAL & CREATIVE LIVING PATTERNS: PATTERNS FOR NATURAL LIVING
The Natural category from this pattern language consists of 12 patterns and we will be introducing each of these
patterns in this section.
4.1

NATURE AROUND US

Nature Around us
Sharpen your sense of sensing nature.

You are living your daily life.
▼In this context
Living in a society can make you tired of living in relationships and living a consumptive lifestyle. Many of the
things and systems we bear upon in our daily lives are artificially created. In such artificially made society, you may
feel stagnant and bored, or feel that you have no space to exhale and drag your mind away from the complicated human
relationships.

▼Therefore
Stop for a moment and pay attention to the sky, the wind, the nature that surrounds you. For example, look at
the color of the sky and the clouds outside your window, listen to the birds singing and insects chirping, and listen to
the trees swaying in the wind. It may also be a good idea to create an environment that makes it easier to focus on the
nature around you, for example, by positioning your desk where you can easily see out the window.

▼Consequently
By realizing that you are living in nature, and becoming aware of the awesomeness and beauty of nature that you were
not aware of before, your daily life will become richer. In this way, you will be able to perceive the world more
broadly and relax while feeling a little bit of nature. It can also increase your excitement as you discover more about
the changes in nature and other aspects of your daily life.
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4.2

LIVELIHOOD WITH NATURE

Livelihood with Nature
Live a life connected to nature.

You have come to live with nature in mind.

▼In this context
If you consider going out into nature as an extraordinary experience, it will require a lot of effort and it will be
difficult to create many opportunities to do so. For example, you might sometimes think that you need to go diving
into the wilderness such as a mountain or forest to experience nature. Although, camping, climbing the mountains and
walking in the forests can be difficult to incorporate into our daily lives because of the preparations required to
actually go there and the time required to do so.

▼Therefore
Do things that you normally do indoors, outdoors in the nature nearby. For example, instead of eating lunch
inside your house, try eating outside under the blue sky, or work or reading outdoors on a veranda or a park bench. By
providing opportunities to directly interact with nature outside, you can gradually increase the amount of time you
spend in nature.

▼Consequently
Nature will become more familiar, and you will be able to interact with it on a daily basis. As it becomes natural to be
exposed to nature every day, you might become more aware of the changes in climate and the seasons, and it becomes
more enjoyable to be around nature. In this way, the sense of living in nature becomes stronger.
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4.3

NATURAL CYCLE

Natural Cycle
Wake up when the sun rises, and rest when it sets.

You have a lot to do every day.
▼In this context
Doing what you need to do or what you want to do can take you late into the night and put a strain on your
body. Doing one task could take you a long time, and the more you work on it, the more time it takes. Also, if you try
to find a time in your life where you can concentrate and immerse yourself, you tend to end up working at night. If
that happens, the rhythm of life tends to collapse and you tend to feel sick.
▼Therefore
Set a lifestyle that follows the move of the sun. Start your day as the sun rises and set to rest as the sun sets. If you
work in the dark hours when lights are needed, you are artificially going against the cycle of nature. Instead, align
your life cycle with the natural cycle and be active during the day. This can be done by exercising in the daytime and
resting your brain when it gets dark, which will allow you to have a quality sleep at the right time.

▼Consequently
You will be able to live a comfortable life with less strain on your body. You will also manage to have a wellbalanced life linked to the natural cycle and feel the sense of the seasons naturally. You, as a part of nature, will have
a comfortable life cycle.
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4.4

FLUCTUATIONS OF NATURE

Fluctuations of Nature
Heal yourself by feeling fluctuations in daily life.

You mainly live indoors.

▼In this context
Indoor environment is surrounded by walls, which creates an undesirable division with the outdoors, making it
difficult to feel nature. In contrast to the nature outside that is continuously changing, there is no movement nor
change indoors. Because humans are also a part of nature, closing windows and shutting out the sound and scenery
outside or being stuck in a static space with no movement can make you feel sick.
▼Therefore
Incorporate natural fluctuations such as wind, sunlight, and fire into indoor life. For example, you can easily
feel nature just by opening the window and looking at the curtains fluttering in the wind. Lighting up candles will also
give you a sense of nature. If you want to feel more fluctuation, you can turn your eyes to the nature outside, such as
the flow of rivers, the waves of the sea, the movement of clouds and the swaying trees.
▼Consequently
Fluctuation of nature within your room will allow you to feel relaxed even without directly going outside and feeling
pure nature. Fluctuations will heal you both physically and mentally. Moreover, adding a little comfort to your daily
routine may help you stay relaxed, rejuvenate your mind and enrich your creativity.
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4.5

DO COOKING

Do Cooking
Add your own touch to the ingredients and connect with nature.

You live a diet that relies on ready-made foods and foods made by others.
▼In this context
It makes it difficult to feel the benefits of everyday life to nature. The idea that you can get food if you have
money is pervasive, and the chances of making food yourself are decreasing. In this way, if you think of food as a
single product, you miss the point that food is made of nature. You could be carrying food to your mouth without
knowing what it actually consists of.
▼Therefore
Cook by modifying ingredients that come from nature. Instead of eating out or buying prepared foods, try making
your own meals using ingredients that you know where they came from. In the beginning you can cook relying on the
recipe, and as you get used to it, you might want to try cooking while paying attention to what kind of nutrients are
contained in the ingredients of the meal.
▼Consequently
You will be connected to nature through meals. By making something by yourself using materials that you know
where it originated, you can get closer to nature. Furthermore, using seasonal ingredients may allow you to discover
new things such as knowing seasonal foods and finding new features in the ingredients. In addition, you can have a
healthier diet by eating dishes that you choose and make by yourself rather than those on the market.
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4.6

GROW VEGETABLES

Grow Vegetables
Start from planting vegetables in order to take in nature into your daily life.

You are trying to cook from scratch.
▼In this context
You feel the limit of making the materials yourself. It is difficult to create something from scratch due to time,
money and space constraints. Fishing and raising cows could be a method to get close to nature, but those are not easy
to do. You may feel uncomfortable with the fact that the materials you are using are provided by someone, even
though you have had the experience of creating something yourself.
▼Therefore
Start by making vegetables which you can eat and are thoroughly easy to handle. Vegetables can be easily
harvested with seeds and soil. If you find it difficult to grow from seeds, start with seedlings. Also, by harvesting a
wide variety of types, even if one fails, the other ones should come out firmly giving you the motivation to continue.
▼Consequently
By making everything, from ingredients to cooking yourself, you will be able to connect more deeply with nature.
And by watching the growth of vegetables, you will develop a sense of compassion and responsibility. In addition, by
growing and eating seasonal vegetables, seasonal changes can be incorporated into daily life, and a lifestyle that is
always related to nature will become true.
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4.7

TRACE TO THE RAW MATERIAL

Trace to the Raw Material
Discover the original figure.

You have food and wear clothes to live.
▼In this context
It is difficult to get the feeling that what you eat, and wear is connected to nature. Since the food and clothes we
usually get are all processed, we may not have seen the original material or don’t know how it looks and how it
grows.
▼Therefore
Get to know the material by tracing the roots of what you eat, what you wear, and what you use. Start by
looking at the packaging and tags to find out what they are made of and where the materials come from. Then, in
order to better understand the original appearance, it would be a nice experience to go to the place where the material
is found such as picking strawberries, fishing and handling fish, milking or growing vegetables.
▼Consequently
You will feel that you are connected to nature and feel more that your daily life is supported by nature. Also, you may
feel that you are more alive. By knowing the original appearance, you will be able to taste the food more deeply, and
you will become attached to what you are wearing and the things around you. This will increase your desire to cherish
nature.
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4.8

BACKGROUND OF THE PRODUCT

Background of the Product
Care for the process of getting it.

You want to wear and take things comfortably.
▼In this context
Since it is difficult to understand the effects of taking things into the body and the situation when they are
made, they may have an adverse effect on your health and environment without noticing it. When you get
something, you just get easier to focus on the price and functionality, and you don't know how it was made. However,
if you do so, you will not be able to notice the value of the thoughts and efforts put into things. It also distracts
attention to the situations behind things, such as the use of pesticides that are harmful to the body and the fact that
they are made in a dire working environment.
▼Therefore
Follow the background of what you get so that you have a convincing standard of making decisions and
behavior for what you get. It would be good to get things that are clear about where, who, and how they were made.
For example, getting things that have Fair trade certification or that are made by a local or acquaintance would be
easy for you to know the background of things.
▼Consequently
You will be able to feel how things come to you and eat and use them while being grateful to people and things. Then,
you will be able to realize that eating, wearing and using means connecting with many people based on nature. It will
also make it easier for you to take healthy and environmentally friendly actions.
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4.9

RETURN TO NATURE

Return to Nature
If you take it, return it. This is how we follow the natural cycle.

You live while using various things from nature.
▼In this context
If you throw away what you take in from nature, it will hinder the circulation of resources and pollute the
natural environment. We live by taking in various things from nature, but most of them end up throwing them away
as garbage. However, doing so leaves us unaware of how the things we use are processed and returned to circulation
or discarded.
▼Therefore
Follow the natural cycle and try to return things you used to nature as much cleanly as possible. For example,
do composting. Composting not only reduces the amount of garbage, but also turns it into fertilizer, so you can give it
to the plants you are growing and return it naturally. Also, think about ways to return what you have taken from
nature to them, and try to sort it out and reuse it so that it is not taken in too much from nature.
▼Consequently
You will be able to live while being more aware that various things are circulating in nature. By doing so, you will
deepen your understanding of what an eco-friendly life and approach is like, and it will also help protect the
environment. Also, you will feel that you are living with nature more.
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4.10 SENSITIVITY TO THE NATURE

Sensitivity to the Nature
Make opportunities to feel the wonder and beauty of nature.

You want to cherish and enrich your life.

▼In this context
You may tend to feel monotonous or obstructed in your daily life and things. Once you get used to a convenient
life, you can make a living without being directly involved with nature, so you are often influenced by artificial
things. However, just by interacting with such artificially created things, you may find less discoveries in your daily
life, or you may end up with a life in which you do not feel the fun and beauty of things.
▼Therefore
Deepen your sensibility by interacting with nature. Start by looking at the sky and enjoying the magnificence of
the universe from Nature Around Us and when you get used to it, interact with nature on a daily basis, such as having
a meal in nature and do Livelihood with Nature. Start with the simple things and work on them little by little so that it
becomes commonplace to come into contact with nature.
▼Consequently
By interacting with nature, you can feel the complexity and variety of nature, and you can make various discoveries in
your daily life. By doing so, you will be able to enjoy what you have taken for granted, and you will have a lot of
excitement and refreshment. Then, you will be able to spend more time having fun. In addition, while feeling the
close relationship between your life and nature, you can feel the magnificence of nature and the awesomeness and
beauty of living in the earth and space, and your daily life will be enriched.
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4.11 SELF-SUFFICIENT LIFE

Self-Sufficient Life
Coexist with nature through food, clothing and shelter.

You have a modern and convenient life.
▼In this context
By relying on various products and services, it is difficult for you to live while feeling a connection with nature.
By buying and preparing the things we wear and eat for the time being, we are able to live without having to think
much about our daily lives. However, while it is convenient, the relationship between our lives and nature is
becoming less and less.
▼Therefore
Increase the number of things you make with your own hands in your life gradually and get closer to being
self-sufficient. Start by making it a habit to Do cooking and Grow vegetables. Cook your own food or increase the
number of types of vegetables you grow and arrange your own eating habits so that you can have a more natural life.
Also, create clothes from the cotton you grow, and make furniture that you use. And then, gradually broaden the
scope of your eating habits, clothing and housing that you create by yourself.
▼Consequently
You will be able to connect with nature and create your own life itself through your involvement, and you will feel
closer to the origins of your life and nature. When you are able to cherish food, clothing, and shelter in our daily lives,
you will be able to live a more comfortable life. If you can establish such a lifestyle, you will be able to create a
nature-conscious life for ourselves and live a nature-friendly life.
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4.12 CHERISH THE NATURE

Cherish the Nature
Being with nature.

You live supported by nature.

▼In this context
Living on something convenient puts a strain on the natural environment. In our lives, we sometimes consume a
lot of things and energy without even realizing it. Indispensable resources for human life, such as water, animals,
plants, and atmosphere, are on the earth and are all finite. If you consume it without being aware of it, you will waste
resources and eventually it will be exhausted.
▼Therefore
Cherish the nature that we are always benefiting from so that it will continue to exist. We try to use things that
are good for the natural environment, not to use resources more than necessary, to devise ways to prevent things that
are harmful to nature, and to Return to Nature. For example, you can choose and use something that can be used for
as long as possible or that will return to nature when thrown away, or try Grow Vegetables in the garden.
▼Consequently
The feeling and attitude of valuing nature will give you a feeling that you are living in a more connected way with
nature. Then, you may gradually turn your attention to the large natural environment such as the sea and forests, and
you may want to cherish them. By doing so, the resources necessary for humans and creatures to survive will continue
to be protected.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced the 12 patterns from the NATURAL LIVING category. As this is our second paper of this
"Natural & Creative Living Pattern" series, this paper could be additionally be read with "Natural & Creative Living
Patterns, Part 1: Patterns for Creative Living". Through the production of Natural, Creating and Healthy Living Patterns,
while conducting mining interviews and referring to books, we strengthened the view that creativity and nature, which
seems to be separated are deeply related to each other. We would like to do further researches on natural creativity to
clearly show the connection between creativity and nature, and experimentally investigate the effectiveness of the
NATURAL LIVING patterns and improve them so that these patterns can be used to support more people to live more
comfortable life. Through these patterns, we hope to achieve a society where more people can live natural and to design
a comfortable human lifestyle.
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APPENDIX:
CREATING PROCESS
Our creating process can be divided roughly into 4 phases. We collected tips from dialogical mining, organized them
as data, divided them into small categories which have 3 patterns each, and wrote them out as patterns.
We created this Natural & Creating Living Patterns based on the online dialogical mining (Iba and Joder, 2014) we
did to the following three, who all have a unique living style and environment (Figure 3).
Daisuke Yosumi: A creative producer who lives a self-sufficient and sustainable life in the Lakeside Forest in New
Zealand.
Takashi Iba: A professor in Keio University who lives in Yokohama and is actively including nature into his life. He
harvests almost 50 different types of vegetables and fruits every year.
Arisa Kamada: An ethical fashion planner who lives in in Tokyo. She is currently doing research on ethical lifestyles
under the Keio doctor’s degree.

Figure 3: Online dialogical mining (Tokyo- Kanagawa- New Zealand)
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We then conducted clustering to analyze what we obtained in the dialogical mining, using the KJ method (Kawakita,
1967; Iba et al., 2017), which was invented by Jiro Kawakita, a Japanese cultural anthropologist, as a bottom-up method
that summarizes the results of fieldwork, and made 36 clusters, the basic form of patterns. After that, we created groups
each consisting of three patterns related to each other and then identified three categories, comprising three groups of
patterns each. Then, we made each pattern consisting of a pattern name, a pattern illustration, and a description of a
specific situation, problem, solution, and consequence.
CORE PATTERN: DEFINITION OF NATURAL AND CREATIVE LIFE
No.0

Natural and Creative Life
Design a creative life by turning your eyes towards your inner nature and the greens of the outer nature.
You live in a society.
▼In this context
It is inevitable to live without the artificial environment, and it is becoming more difficult to live humanly. If you
live a life based on artificial systems and constantly being surrounded by people, every moment of your life will be
linked to your relationships, and you may feel suffocated.
▼Therefore
Design a natural and creative lifestyle. Nature is essential when you want to live as a human being and so, positively
interact with the nature around you and listen to your inner voice. In addition, create an environment where you can
demonstrate your maximum creativity and a lifestyle that will help you feel comfortable.
▼Consequently
Expanding your connections with nature will rest your body and mind and will allow you to find the right lifestyle that
fits the best for you. By doing so, it becomes easier for you to listen to your inner voice as well as demonstrating
creativity in daily life, as you now have the perfect environment to fully show off your hidden potential.
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